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Dear Practitioner,

Welcome to the Yamuna® Family. You have just joined a group of talented and dedicated
practitioners and Yamuna® fans who have found the Yamuna® Work to be highly effective and
have made it an integral part of their self-help and wellness programs. We know that the Yamuna®

brand offers people one of the best ways to understand, improve, and maintain the body’s structure.
By becoming a Yamuna® Practitioner you can help spread the work to more people on the planet.

Demystifying the body and making it simple so that people can problem solve, heal themselves and
maintain good health is one of our strong brand beliefs. We have created this handbook to help you
spread the word with confidence and passion.

This handbook will supply you with many tools of support. We offer you our marketing and
promotional expertise, as well as access to all of the press and testimonials we have received. You
have access to our past newsletters, which are filled with valuable advice and new work. Finally, I
offer you myself and my 39 years of experience in working with people and their bodies.

Good luck with your new practice and your new knowledge.

Sincerely,

Yamuna Zake

yamuna





The Yamuna CredoWellness Philosophy

Yamuna believes that with the proper education and training we can empower
people of all ages to sustain their bodies in good health through powerful
treatments and self direction.

Yamuna’s approach to Body Sustainability teaches life-long solutions for
flexibility and movement, without exorbitant cost, which gives you the tools to
work on yourself anytime, anywhere.

There’s a Yamuna For That

The Yamuna® lifestyle brand is a comprehensive approach to Body
Sustainability throughout life. This lifestyle is supported by products, education,
trainings, and treatments to help you, your students and your clients become
what you and they were born to be; the most perfect self.

Think global, act local.
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Spread the Yamuna® Message: Now that you are certified to teach the
Yamuna work we want to share with you best practices on how to promote the
work and connect with your local audience of clients and students.

.

How to Build a Client Base Yamuna Practitioner Handbook

How to Build a Client Base
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Social Media

An essential marketing tool:
In today’s digital world an active presence on key social
media platforms has become essential. If your
professional message is well articulated, the foundation is
established to promote Yamuna’s work and build a
healthy business.

Establish your presence:
Create accounts on Key Platforms: Facebook, Instagram,
LinkedIn, Twitter

For small business marketing we recommend that you
establish a consistent identity and description of yourself
and your work on key social media platforms. It is
important to have a presence even if you choose to be
active on just one or two platforms.

Expertise:
• Establish your credentials and professional experience
• Maintain clarity in describing your expertise
• Highlight your vision and passion for health and

wellness

Focus on a key call to action:
• Free introductory classes
• Consultation for prospective clients seeking a private

or one on one work.
• Monthly group meet-ups on relevant wellness topics
• Secrets to Body Sustainability using Yamuna® Body

Rolling

Tips for Attracting Followers

Connections:
“Like” and ”follow” those who align with your work and
whom you respect. #yamuna, #yamunabody

Share:
Re-post content and add a comment that is relevant to
your work.

Engage:
Invest in comments, ask questions, stimulate engagement
on posts by others, and on your own pages or feeds.

Tips for Posting

Stay Visual:
Images with limited posting narrative are more popular.
Links to videos or longer form articles are often
appreciated.

Share Posts from the Yamuna® Facebook Feed:
Add a comment and leverage promotion to your local
audience.

Study Best Practices:
Learn guidelines and tips from others.

How to Build a Client Base Yamuna Practitioner Handbook
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Target Audience

Who to contact?
Due to the diversity of our work, you can target
prospective clients/students who have specific interests
and goals. The secret to building a successful and viable
Yamuna® practice is to identify needs and then work to
tailor your marketing outreach to satisfy those needs.

Here are just a few examples of what prospective clients
look for:

Individuals:
• Those returning to fitness and seeking a fresh start
• Clients in recovery from specific body injury
• High performance athletes seeking balance from

intensity
• Performing artists needing a training regimen
• Pre-natal and post-natal

Studios / Spas / Community & Wellness Centers / 
Chiropractic Offices:
• Complementary work that benefits their clients
• Education – Learning Builds Trust –
• Current and Innovative Exercise Techniques
• Cross-Marketing – Everyone likes new clients

“Think global, act local.”

In your local area-- whether it is a large city, a college
town, or a suburban community-- it is vital to start by
identifying the needs of your audience with clarity. Tailor
your offering of Yamuna’s work to fit these specific needs,
communicate the benefits, and establish an “entry” point
for the work you are qualified to do.

When you talk to people at meet-ups emphasize the
educational aspects of the work, and find ways for people
to experience the power of the ball on the spot. Good
leads will materialize for you.

Target Marketing

How to Build a Clientele:
A successful local outreach strategy requires a simple,
though structured, plan to engage with the target
audience you have identified. Generally there are several
target groups in your community:

Existing Clientele:
• Word of mouth is cost efficient and builds trust
• Monthly emails. Build up your list

New Prospects - Local points of influence
• Newspapers
• Community blogs
• Local meet-ups. Offer demonstrations
• Corporations: Wellness via Human Resources
• Monthly YBR group class: free

Outbound E-Mail Marketing:
For most small business owners email remains the most
powerful way to communicate and engage with your
existing clientele and new prospects.

• Build a solid mailing list
• Set a target - 100, 500, 1000 active names
• Capture names – place a sign-up widget on your

Facebook page
• Send a monthly communication: a tip, an alert, a

newsletter
• Stay consistent
• Send out the Global Brand Guide to introduce the

Yamuna® work to prospective clients.

How to Build a Client Base Yamuna Practitioner Handbook
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The Studio Owner

If you conduct your teaching out of your own studio, we
encourage you to use our Yamuna® branded collateral.
There are a number of ways that you can enhance your
studio profile and attract new clients when you market
Yamuna® branded services and incorporate our editorial
and visual collateral into your promotions.

Promote Yamuna® and complementary services:
• Integrate Yamuna principles into your group classes

and private sessions.
• Create a seasonal program based on the work you are

certified in, such as a body focus:
• Save Your Hips – April
• Save Your Center – May
• Save Your Face – June

• Focused classes are a great way to attract attendees.
• 4 hour intensive workshops.
• People who are experiencing challenges with specific

body issues respond well to immersive workshops that
are targeted to concentrate on one area of the body.

Non-studio owners

Just because you don’t have your own studio doesn’t
mean you can’t use these same tips.
• Connect with other studios in your area: let them

know you are available for workshops and private
sessions.

• Rent space: arrange for a studio space and run a
Yamuna® workshop. Use the tips above to get press
and connect with your local clientele.

Basic Collaborative Marketing

Website: 
• Do you have a website? If so, link it to

www.yamunausa.com. Any questions about how to do
this: contact education@yamunausa.com. Link all of
your social media to the Yamuna® social media
pages.

• If you don’t have a website, focus on connecting via
social media. Share Yamuna® content with your
followers.

• Keep an updated class calendar.

Promotional Postcards:
People love our beautiful, informative postcards. They
are a great promotional tool and can be purchased for a
nominal fee. Put your contact information on them and
send them out or put them in cafes, restaurants and any
place where people gather.

Use the Yamuna® logo to increase your visibility:
The more that people see the Yamuna® logo or the
phrase Do You Yamuna?, the more they will want to
know what Yamuna® is. Also, the more they see it, the
more they will remember it. We also recommend you
wear our Yamuna® clothing to further increase the
logo’s visibility. To learn about discounts in Yamuna®

apparel contact customerservice@yamunausa.com.

Stay connected with people:
Stay connected with other practitioners on the web to
share ideas. And be sure to use word of mouth for your
marketing. It is always the best. The next time a friend
hears about YBR®, they might finally show up!

How to Build a Client Base Yamuna Practitioner Handbook
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By staying connected, 
we can all help each other grow.



As a Certified Yamuna® Practitioner, you are part of our family. We provide
direct access to key people, tools and materials to help you market yourself.

Your Benefits as a Practitioner Yamuna Practitioner Handbook

Your Benefits as a Practitioner
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Your Benefits

The Website: The Practitioner Area on our website is an 
evolving hub of information for the Yamuna®

Practitioner community: 
https://www.yamunausa.com/pages/practitioner-home

Yamuna® Newsletters: You have access to all the
quarterly newsletters. These are filled with new work and
important marketing support and questions and answers
pertaining to how to treat specific injuries or structural
problems.

Practitioner Marketing Support: You also have access 
to all of our marketing support, such as our post cards 
and Global Brand Guide. 
https://www.yamunausa.com/pages/downloads
In addition you have access to templates for client
agreements and other documents available upon request.

Practitioner Facebook Group: Access to Yamuna
Practitioner Facebook Group where practitioners ask
questions, share stories and use it to increase their
knowledge.

Practitioner-Only Products: There are special
products and prices available to you. Please see the
practitioner wholesale list and contact us for special
codes.

Continuing Education Library: It is very important
to stay up-to-date with the Yamuna® work. The
Continuing Education Library is at your disposal, and is
very helpful. From the Recertification DVDs and
downloads to the Quarterly Newsletters, these materials
can help you find new ways to promote yourself and the
new work. These DVD’s are $50 when used for your
library ($60 including manual).

Requirements for Certified
Yamuna® Practitioners

• Valid proof of CPR/First Aid training
• Valid proof of insurance listing YZ Studio, Inc and

Yamuna Studio, Inc., as an additional insured (If you
are based in the USA, otherwise only proof of
insurance)

• Signed Independent Contractors Agreement
• Annual dues of $150, payable by June 30th each year
• Recertification training is required every 2 years. Here

are ways that you can recertify:
Ø 2-3 day recertification trainings: $275-$350
Ø Recertification DVDs: $50 for your personal

library or $275 when used as a
recertification. (Titles available as of 2018:
The Complete Back, In Bed with Yamuna,
Internal Organ, Hips and Pelvis, Shoulders
and Breath, The Knees, Twists and Scoliosis).

Ø Yamuna® Table Treatment training
Ø Yamuna® Body Logic training
Ø Yamuna® Yoga training
Ø Yamuna® Breath Work Training
Ø Attend a Yamuna® Body School
Ø Attend an AnatomyU ® course

Your Benefits as a Practitioner Yamuna Practitioner Handbook
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Personal Attention: 

Yael Zake Becker, Chief Operations Officer: 
yael@yamunausa.com

Joann Pelletiere, Customer Service: 
customerservice@yamunausa.com

Yamuna certification questions:
education@yamunausa.com

Contact Yamuna:
If you have specific questions to direct to Yamuna, please 
send them to us and we will do our best to have her 
review and respond.  

Send these questions to: yamuna@yamunausa.com

Your Benefits as a Practitioner Yamuna Practitioner Handbook
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As a Yamuna® Practitioner you can connect with your fellow practitioners and you can
also communicate directly with us!

The Yamuna Family

By staying connected, 
we can all help each 
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As a Certified Yamuna Practitioner, you have access to the Practitioner area of the Yamuna
Website. Here you will be able to list your classes, find practitioner only products and
helpful information to support your practice.

Using our Website Yamuna Practitioner Handbook

Using our Website

Logging On
Once you have passed all of your exams and submitted
CPR and insurance certificates and the signed contract,
you will be sent a certificate and added to our website.
Now you can log on with your email and find your
practitioner profile.

• Visit http://www.yamunausa.com
• Hover on Practitioners on the overhead menu and

click on Practitioner Login in the dropdown menu.

Do you already have an account?
If you already have a Yamunausa account (the same
account you use for the Yamuna shopify online store) you
can use this same account to login.

Need to create an account?
Creating an account is easy. Just go to Practitioner

Login, press ‘Register a New Account’ and follow the
prompts. Please make sure you use the email address we
have been communicating with you through – we use
this to verify you are a practitioner. After you create your
account, you will receive an email prompting you to
enter a password.

Login:
Your login name is the email address we have on file for
you/the address we send your email to.
If you change your email address please notify us in
writing to education@yamunausa.com.

Once all of your paperwork has been received, Yamuna
Studio, Inc adds your name, e-mail, city and state. Once
you first log in you will be able to update your profile.

How to Access the Certified Practitioner Area
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Edit Your Personal Profile

This section is super important as the information allows
potential students and clients to connect with you. Please
fill out as many sections as possible, including a short
biography, and make sure that all of your contact
information is correct. In this section you will also be able
to post and manage all of your classes.

Note: You will not be able to edit your email address, add
certifications, or update your insurance and first aid
certificates. This has to go through our offices.

Post/Edit Your Local Classes:
To post your classes you must be online (visible) on our
website.

1. Log on to your profile page. There’s a menu on the
left. Click on Locations. Click New to establish your
first teaching location. You must list city, state (in the
USA the states are all abbreviated) and the country
(USA, for example).The place where you teach needs
to be established before you can add your classes.

1. Click on Classes on the menu to the left. Click on
New class. From the dropdown menu for Location
you will find all the locations that you established
earlier. Remember a location must be added before you
can add a class.

1. From the class dropdown menu choose the class that
you will be teaching. Your choice of class will be
determined by which certifications you have. For
example, you will not be able to choose a Foot
Fitness class if you are not certified in Foot Fitness.
Do not fill out the “Description” field as the brand’s
standard description is automatically added as the
default. If you want to teach a class that is not listed,
please contact us with a description of the class that
you wish to teach and we can set it up for you, once
it has been approved.

1. Start and end dates: a weekly class. If you will be
teaching every Tuesday, then use the calendar for
your start date and then the calendar again to find
the same Tuesday one year in the future. Make sure
the online box is selected or your class will not be
visible online.

2. Start and end date: one time only class/workshop.
To ensure that the one day is the same regardless of
time zones, your start day must be before the actual
day of your class/workshop. For example: your
workshop is on Saturday. For start day choose a day
before Saturday. Friday would be fine. Your end day
would be the day of the actual workshop.

Tips:
• Be sure to add as much information as you can about

your studio, your classes, yourself, etc.
• Don't be shy! If you do not know where you are

teaching, let people know in your personal profile that
you are available for privates, small groups and even
workshops/classes at a hosting studio.

Note: Selling product along with a course as a package
does not go against your contract with not selling below
our set pricing. (Discounted product at conferences is also
common).
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How To Place an Order

Once you have successfully completed your exams and
have submitted all other requirements, you will be able
to begin placing orders and can represent yourself as a
Yamuna® certified practitioner. At this time you will
receive our pricelist and discount codes based on the
Yamuna® modality you are certified in.

There are several options when placing an order
with our company:

Online Order: www.yamunausa.com (please refer to
your welcome email with direct links)
Via Phone: Please contact us at 212.367.9570
Via E-mail: customerservice@yamunausa.com

If you are based in Europe, Japan or Russia you will need
to place your order through our local distributor.
Europe: products@bodyrolling.eu
Japan: studio@yamunajapan.com
Russia: shop@yamunabodyrolling.eu

Things to remember when placing your order:
Please be sure to follow the below guidelines to keep a
steady flow.
• No same day orders
• Allow 3-7 days for processing.
• Should you need a rush order, you will be charged for

expedited shipping along with a 5% surcharge.
• Drop Shipping. We are willing and able to drop ship

for you. However, you will be charged a 5% fee for
this service.

• Please check your order upon receipt. You have 7 days
to inform us of any discrepancy with your order.

• Faulty Product. Under normal circumstances you will
know immediately if a product is faulty. However, we
do offer a 60 day return policy.

• Returns. A 5% restocking fee will be charged for all
items returned. Opened items will not be accepted
without a doctor’s note.

Return Policy: If a product is faulty you will generally
know after the first time you inflate the ball or play a
DVD. There is a 6 day grace period for returns. If a client
purchases product from you, please be sure to handle
any returns as well and then contact us. Faulty balls? We
only need the actual valve cut out and sent back to us.

(This is the area around the hole where you insert the
needle.) Please be sure to inspect your package upon
receipt. If there are any discrepancies notify us within 7
days of receipt.

Please remember: To avoid unnecessary product 
damage,  demonstrate to each client how to properly 
inflate the balls. Also, a common cause for product 
damage occurs when the needle is stuck into the back of 
the pump. Instruct your clients not to do this.

Additional Notes

All practitioners must sell Yamuna® product at the 
same price published by YZ Studio, Inc. (This excludes 
conference pricing and special class packages.). 
Practitioners may NOT sell on Amazon.

Foot Fitness Kits: If you are not certified in Yamuna® 
Foot Fitness 1 or 2, you may only purchase the product 
as kits.

Face Ball Kits: If you have not taken this training you 
are only able to purchase 6 kits a year at wholesale. 
However, if you have a retail store and provide us with 
your resale number, there is no minimum.

Ø Yamuna’s Note: The best way to help people get the 
most out of the Save Face work is to take the Face Ball 
Certification. This way you can fully individualize 
your clients’ treatments. The DVD does not provide 
you with that ability or information.

If you are certified in a modality there is no minimum on 
how many products you can order—as long as you are in 
good standing.

Retail Locations: Please note that YZ Studio, Inc sells 
our kits to retail outlets with education. Rest assured that 
single balls are not sold. In fact, no more than 6 of one 
ball can be sold to an individual or studio per year. This 
gives us the opportunity to control and attempt to 
prevent non-certified individuals from teaching our 
work. In honor of this, please do not sell balls in bulk.
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Now you are a Certified Practitioner, grow your experience and expertise through…..

Continued Education with Yamuna Yamuna Practitioner Handbook

Continued Education with Yamuna®
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Yamuna® Body Logic

Yamuna Body Logic is the foundational one on one
program for all of the Yamuna® work; a deep, hands-on
body therapy system based on a detailed and logical
approach to the body as a whole. It enables the therapist
to bring the body to optimal function while educating the
client to the interconnectedness of one body area to
another.

The basic principle of Body Logic is creating space.
Wherever there is pain and discomfort, there will be
compression or restriction - lack of space in the body.
We use six techniques to restore that space:
• Traction
• Working on Bone
• Working the Tendon
• Working All the Joints and Muscles
• Working the Entire Body in Each Session
• Cranial Work

Ø Training: 2 years (4 intensive weeks per year – 240
hours total)

Yamuna® Hands-on
Table Treatment

YBR® Hands-On Table Treatment is a valuable
treatment for mobilizing and decompressing joints,
elongating muscles, improving alignment, deeply
releasing fascia, and stimulating bone. This is an
amazing, unwinding, freeing, and highly effective way of
combining all the Yamuna® Body Rolling work that you
do into a hands-on therapy. In a YBR® Hands-On Table
Treatment, the body part being worked is molded
around the ball and then tractioned. The ball works the
lower side of the body while the practitioner
simultaneously works the upper side with the hands.
Working both sides at the same time increases the depth
of the treatment without strenuous effort by the
practitioner. Using the ball also makes the work less
painful for clients. This training is only open to YBR
practitioners who are listed on the yamunausa.com
website and licensed massage therapists.

*This training is open only to certified YBR®
Practitioners in good standing, and LMTs.*

Ø Training: 6 days – (30 hrs)

Continued Education with Yamuna Yamuna Practitioner Handbook
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Yamuna® Body Rolling

The experiential anatomy lessons are the core of the YBR
work. This certification program will teach you to:
• Correctly align your skeletal structure,
• Tone, align, elongate and train muscles specifically
• Improve bone quality
• Increase range of motion
• Prevent break down
• Keep your anatomy working correctly regardless of

age.

Teaching skills are gradually integrated into the ongoing
study and practice of YBR routines, so that you
understand this work within your own body and can
then empower your students and clients with a greater
awareness of how they can enhance their own flexibility
and strength.

Ø Training: Experiential Anatomy – 18 hrs, Phase 2 –
48 hrs

Yamuna® Breath Work

The core of this training is to improve and increase lung
and breathing capacity and function. You will learn how
to teach people how to do this. Yamuna believes that
improving lung function is the key to longevity. The lungs
nourish every part of the body by sending oxygen
throughout the entire body. When you teach people how
to maximize their lung function, you help to improve
their quality of life.

With directional breathing you learn to train breath to
move to various parts of the body.

The breath of fire is also taught to increase circulation,
improve stamina, and build inner strength. The
Yamuna® balls are used to bring the breath and focus to
where the balls are located.

Ø Training: 4 days (24 hours)

Yamuna® Face Ball Cert.

In this training you will learn
• The basic anatomy of the facial bones and muscles
• How to teach a basic Yamuna® Save Face group class
• How to work one on one with a person and perform

the treatment therapeutically based on the individual
needs of the client

• How to work specifically on problems such as TMJ,
sinus congestion, and eye strain

Yamuna has designed a ball with the same quality and
smoothness of the skin, which makes working the face,
neck and skull very relaxing, therapeutic and
aesthetically effective. This training is only open to YBR
practitioners who are listed on the yamunausa.com
website and estheticians.

Ø Training:
4 days (24 hours)

Continued Education with Yamuna Yamuna Practitioner Handbook
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Yamuna® Yoga

Yamuna® Yoga takes Yamuna® Body Rolling concepts
to a whole other dimension. This practice honors the
deepest healing purpose within each pose; breaking
down the concept behind each asana using the
Yamuna® props.

The connections between breath, direction of energy, and
the focused mind make this practice a unique approach
to classic Hatha Yoga. The certification training consists
of 5 modules which, except for the first module, can be
taken in any order.

Ø Training: Phase 1/Experiential Anatomy (3 days –
18 hours) plus four 4 segments (each segment 4 days
– 24 hours).

Yamuna® Foot Fitness Cert.

The feet are the foundation of the body and fitness
begins with the feet. Yamuna has divided this YFF
certification into 2 independent trainings.

Foot Fitness 1 with Foot Wakers covers:
• The basic philosophy of YFF® and why it is

important to educate people to take care of their feet.
• Basic anatomy of all of the muscles that insert in the

feet, and all the bones of the calf, ankle and feet.

• Learning what the most common foot problems are
and what needs to be corrected to improve the
condition.

• Learning how to assess how a person walks.
• Learning how to teach the routines that will rebuild

healthy foot function.
• Learning hands-on work to assist a client to retrain

his feet.

Ø Training: Part 1 – 3 days (18 hrs), 
Part 2 – 4 days (24 hrs)

Yamuna Anatomy U ®

Accelerate your Yamuna understanding, and go deeper
with Yamuna’s personalized Anatomy program. Read
more on www.yamunausa.com.

YBR® Annual Re-certification

Continuing education is required every 2 years to remain
a practitioner in good standing, able to take advantage of
Yamuna® practitioner benefits.

Study with Yamuna: Each year we plan the annual
calendar to ensure that there are opportunities to study
directly with Yamuna. These trainings are posted on our
master calendar, located at www.yamunausa.com. We
encourage you to check this calendar to know when and
where you can register to participate.

Continued Education with Yamuna Yamuna Practitioner Handbook
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Now you are a Certified Practitioner, grow your experience and expertise through
additional training in the Yamuna® Biosystem.

Continued Education with Yamuna Yamuna Practitioner Handbook

Yamuna Biosystem

The Yamuna® Biosystem

Save Your Face

Foot Fitness
Foot Savers + Wakers

Foot Ecstasy
Foot Corrector

Save your Hands 
& Wrists

Save your Ankles

Power of Breath

Body Rolling
Full Body

Yamuna Yoga
Full Body

In Bed with Yamuna
Full Body

Save your Hips
Save your Center

Save your Legs
Save your Knees

Save your Back
Upper, Middle, Lower

Save your Shoulders
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Yamuna. Body Possible



Do you yamuna?



Over 500 certified 
practitioners worldwide

Yamuna’s teachings are 
available in 30 Countries

3000 practitioners in 
attendance at yamuna®

training programs

Over 150,000 people purchase 
yamuna® products 
worldwide each year.

yamuna world

Over 70 
products and 
tools

30,000+ active 
followers on 
social media


